3 December 2015
Head
Ministry of Public Security
P.O.B. 18182
Jerusalem, Israel
Dear Sir:
RE: robbery attempt by UPS
I am an Israeli citizen, a pensioner, 80, an independent researcher. Recently I visited France and,
returning to Israel, 14.11.15, I lose my laptop computer. It was found and sent to me by the Bagages Du
Monde organization; I paid 150 euro for the delivery (24.11.15). In Israel, however, the UPS, a
shipment organization, intercepted the delivery and demanded custom duty, 570 shekel, for the
delivery, which seemed suspicious.
Indeed, the UPS invoice sent to me (see Enclosure) contains distorted information: it states incorrectly
my address as 40 Hanita, Haifa 3244600, where I never lived, and FRANCE as the country of origin of
my lost computer. The true data are this: my address is 512/51 Hativat Carmeli, Haifa 32629 and the
country of origin of my lost computer is Israel, as stated in my BDM documents. I informed the UPS of
the above mistakes, but they stopped responding and have not yet delivered my item to me. So I
suspect an attempt of robbery.
More comprehensive analysis of the situation exposes the following general picture. Russian agents
controlling my hostel in Haifa intercept information on my agreement with the BDM organization on
delivering my computer to me and inform the UPS, a shipment company controlled in Israel, to my
knowledge, also by Russian agents. The UPS company, in violation of international laws, like a pirate
company, grabs my computer from the BDM organization and, on false pretense, with a false invoice
bill, precludes its deliver to me, most likely, in order to break into the computer and steal its valuable
scientific information – my decades-long independent research in exact sciences and humanities.
In this connection would you please take measures to return me my lost computer and compensate me
for its illegal seizure by the UPS company without delivering it to me and, therefore, for possible theft
of information from the computer, by $1,000,000 (one million US dollar). The UPS reference number
of the computer: 1ZV198V60498357324. The UPS email address: import@ups.co.il.
Sincerely,
Igor Makarov
ID: 310295142
512/51 Hativat Carmeli
Haifa 32629, Israel
Tel. +972 (0) 4 822 1997; mobile +972 (0) 547 856 170
Email: info@reformscience.org
Enclosure: Copy of the UPS invoice bill, one page (Hebrew)

